Introduction
Over the past few decades, globalization of economic activity and increased integration of capital markets have led to a dramatic expansion of the equity universe for international investors. Institutional investors now can access a deeper and broader global equity opportunity set. However, most institutional investors have not yet taken a global approach to equity allocation. Typically, they separate the equity allocation into domestic and international equities at the strategic level, and maintain a significant home bias with a strategic overweight in domestic equities.
This "partitioned" approach to equity allocation developed in the context of segmented economies and capital markets. Several large and leading pension plans have recently adopted an integrated global equity approach in asset allocation in which global equity is defined as a single strategic asset class by removing the domestic/international divide and other regional boundaries.
MSCI Barra has recently published three research papers 1 that examine the current equity asset allocation practices in the US, UK, and Japan and identify an increasing adoption of a global approach to equity allocation. This paper reviews the current strategic equity allocation policies of European 2 institutional investors and identifies two typical and important practices that deviate from an integrated global equity investment process.
First, similar to our observations in the US and Japan, European institutional investors traditionally have adopted a partitioned domestic/international approach to equity allocation. Such separation often leads to strong home bias that may come with significant opportunity cost and concentration risk. Second, a practice that is atypical in the US and Japan but often observed in Europe is that many European institutional investors further split the international equity policy portfolio into regional policy portfolios, such as Europe, North America, Japan, Pacific ex Japan, and Emerging Markets. In today's increasingly integrated global equity market, this regional approach to equity allocation deserves a thorough rethink, as it has significant implications for the management of global equity portfolios. This paper discusses the evidence that challenges the separation of equity policy portfolio into domestic/international allocations or regional allocations at the strategic level, and the rationale and potential benefits of an integrated global approach to equity allocation. Section I reviews the current equity allocation practices of European institutional investors, which can be characterized by significant home bias and a regional approach to global investing. Section II analyzes the inherent risks and potential costs of such home-biased equity allocation. Section III discusses the challenges faced by the current regional approach to equity allocation, and Section IV discusses the increasing adoption of an integrated global equity investment process. Section V offers conclusions.
Since the emergence of international equity investing in the 1970s, the global equity market has undergone dramatic expansion and transformation. Increased integration of the global economy and financial markets, as well as improved market accessibility, contributed to expand the global equity opportunity set from developed markets to include emerging markets in the late 1980s and international small caps in the late 1990s 3 . The MSCI All Country World Investable Market Index (MSCI ACWI IMI), which includes large-, mid-, and small-cap stocks across Developed and Emerging Markets, is a comprehensive representation of today's broader and deeper global equity opportunity set.
Home Bias
The globalization of the equity opportunity set allowed institutional investors to expand their equity investment universe and allocate assets to international equities. However, most European institutional investors continue to maintain an investment process that separates equity policy portfolios into domestic and international equities at the strategic level, with a significant "home bias" that overweights domestic or European equities.
Exhibit 1 presents the current levels of home bias in selected European equity markets, as well as the US and Japan, using data from the Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey (CPIS) conducted by the IMF. The data reveals significant levels of home bias in these major markets, with Japan being the most home-biased, and the US and UK both exhibiting a level of home bias around 52% in 2007. Such high levels of home bias represent a significant diversion from a market-cap-based global equity portfolio. However, Exhibit 1 also shows a decline in home bias over the last decade. Under such a regional approach, European institutional investors often have an equity policy portfolio that significantly deviates from the market-cap-based global equity portfolio. Exhibit 2 compares the regional weights of the equity policy portfolio of three sample European pension plans with the market-cap-based global equity portfolio proxied by the MSCI ACWI IMI. This small sample is not meant to represent the typical equity policy portfolio, as individual European institutional investors tend to have very different regional allocations in their policy portfolios. Nevertheless, it illustrates that the strategic, regional equity weights of European pension funds may differ significantly from a market-cap-based global equity policy benchmark. 
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Exhibit 3 shows that the regional weights of a market-cap-based global equity portfolio could significantly change over time. This implies that the partitioned regional approach to equity allocation may create market-timing risk linked to the periodic review of the regional allocations at the strategic level. 1970 1971 1973 1974 1976 1978 1979 1981 1982 1984 1985 1987 1989 1990 1992 1993 1995 1996 1998 
Portfolio Concentration Risks
Home-biased equity allocation can lead to portfolio concentration in a few large domestic companies. Exhibit 4 illustrates that individual European equity markets are highly concentrated. Especially in countries like Denmark, Finland, Netherlands, and Norway, the investable equity universe contains only around 50 securities, with the top 10 securities in each country representing more than 70% of the total market capitalization. As a result of this high level of concentration, these country indices tend to have higher total risk, with asset selection risk contributing a significant portion of the total risk. As the opportunity set broadens from domestic markets to the European market and ultimately to the broad global equity market, the level of concentration and specific risk coming from security selection significantly decrease. MSCI ACWI IMI provides exhaustive coverage for the global investable equity universe and is a proxy for a well diversified global portfolio, with asset selection risk contributing only 0.17% of the total risk. 
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Unintended Sector Bets
Home-biased equity allocations may experience significant sector concentration, especially for European investors whose domestic markets are dominated by certain sectors. For example, Exhibit 5 presents the active sector exposures of three 50/50 home-biased equity allocations relative to the global equity portfolio proxied by MSCI ACWI IMI. It shows that such home-biased allocations would lead to a significant bet on the Energy sector (18.2% overweight) for a Norwegian investor and a significant underweight in the same sector for German and Finnish investors. Similarly, it would result in high exposure to the Information Technology sector (14.3% overweight) for a Finnish investor and a significant underweight in the same sector for German and Norwegian investors. The concentration of certain home-biased allocations in a small number of companies and industries can have a significant impact on the risk of such equity portfolios. Exhibit 6 shows that the three 50/50 home-biased allocations historically experienced higher volatility and higher exposure to tail risk and extreme events, compared with the market-cap-weighted global equity portfolio. 
The Potential Opportunity Cost of Home Bias
Home-biased equity allocation may come at a significant opportunity cost resulting from the under-representation of the investment opportunities outside the domestic market. A notable example relates to the increasing degree of international industrial specialization. Free trade and capital flows have made it possible for both developed and emerging economies to capitalize on their competitive advantages to make more efficient use of labor, natural resources, capital and technology. Two often-cited trends are that Asia has become a manufacturing powerhouse, while the US has shifted its resources to technology and service-focused industries.
The global industry distribution of the equity opportunity set naturally reflects such international specialization and competitiveness of industries. Exhibit 7 shows that Asian companies represent 50% to 84% of the index market cap of the selected global manufacturing industries, weights which are significantly higher than Asia's 21% weight in the global equity universe. Similarly, US companies dominate global technology industries with weights that may be double the 42% share of US equities in the global equity universe. For European investors, this indicates that the vast majority of investment opportunities in these important global manufacturing industries and technology industries are outside Europe, and they can be captured fully only by adopting a global equity opportunity set. Another example is the growth of the emerging markets equity universe. Exhibit 8 shows that Emerging Markets have expanded from less than 1% of the global equity opportunity set in 1988 to more than 12% in 2009, which accompanied their growing economic importance during this period. European investors with home-biased equity allocation might have at least partially missed the growth and investment opportunities in these Emerging Markets, which now represent more than 27% of the world's GDP (based on the MSCI All Country World GDP Index). 
Home Bias Rationale
Home bias in equity investing is in effect an active investment decision. The often-cited reasons for keeping a disproportionally high allocation in domestic equities include:
 "International markets are hard to access"  "Domestic equities are a better match for domestic liabilities"  "International equities are more risky due to currency risk"
With respect to the first argument, market accessibility has generally improved with the opening and integration of financial markets globally. Due to advances in market infrastructure, increasing ease of accessing foreign information, gradual removal of foreign investment restrictions, and improved market liquidity, institutional investors are today able to access many international equities markets, including many Emerging Markets.
With respect to the second argument, empirical evidence suggests that domestic and international equities may be equally unsuitable for short-term cash flow liability matching, and that liability matching may be better served by fixed income allocation rather than equity allocation. The role of equity allocation is generally to provide growth and to capture the perceived equity risk premium. For European investors, restricting the equity allocation to the domestic or European equity market may result in missing the growth potential and investment opportunities in the much broader international equity market.
With respect to currency risk, historically currency risk has not significantly altered the long-term risk profile of a diversified global equity portfolio. Exhibit 9 shows that the long-term historical risk and return of hedged and unhedged global equity portfolios have been quite similar, especially from the perspective of investors in large equity markets, such as the US, UK, France, and Germany. It also shows that the global equity portfolio has had lower volatility than the various domestic-only portfolios over the last four decades, even without currency hedging. 
MSCI ACWI, hedged
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In addition, from the theoretical perspective, one would expect the real exchange rates to revert to the mean in the long run, to ensure that the real price of assets will be similar across borders. Exhibit 10 demonstrates that the real, trade-weighted currency indices for GBP and EUR/DEM have varied around 100 over the last four decades, rather than trending up or down over the long term. We observe the same phenomenon for other major currencies, such as USD or JPY, as well as other European currencies. 
III. Regional Approach to Equity Allocation Faces Fundamental Challenges
This section discusses the evidence that challenges the separation of equity policy portfolios into regional allocations at the strategic level.
The regional approach to equity allocation may reflect, in part, the historical path that European institutional investors took in expanding their equity opportunity set, first from domestic equities to European equities, then to international developed markets with regional mandates, and finally to emerging markets. It may also reflect the perception that regional/country factors are of foremost importance to equity allocation, and therefore regional weights should be determined at the strategic level.
The regional divides in equity allocation developed in the context of segmented economies and capital markets, where regional or country factors were indeed the main determinants of global security returns. In today's globalized economy, there is growing evidence that regional equity markets are converging, and that country factors are becoming relatively less important in driving the variations in global security returns.
One of the fundamental drivers behind the convergence of global equities is the increasingly global nature of business activities. More companies now operate globally and derive a significant portion of their revenues from foreign countries; their country of domicile can no longer fully capture the scope and risk of their business activities. Furthermore, the increased integration between global financial markets has also contributed to the convergence among regional equity markets. Exhibit 11 shows that over the last two decades, the correlation between European equities and other regional equity markets has risen significantly. 
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Increased Importance of Global Industry Effects
Global equity convergence has resulted in industry factors becoming increasingly important determinants of global security returns. The "IT bubble" in 1998-2001, the energy and commodities bull market over the recent years, and the financial crisis in 2007-2009 all illustrate that individual global sectors/industries can perform very differently from the broad market and even drive the market over certain periods. Exhibit 12 shows the dramatically different performance of the three best-performing global sectors (Energy, Materials, and Utilities) and the three worst-performing sectors (Information Technology, Telecommunications Services, and Consumer Discretionary) over the last ten years, relative to global equities (as measured by MSCI ACWI IMI). It highlights that global sector allocation decisions would have had a major affect on the risk and return of global equity portfolios over the last decade. 
Global Comparison of Companies Challenges the Regional Divides
At the same time, the global nature of businesses and the geographical diversity of the leading companies within global industries are making the global comparison of companies an increasingly essential element of a global equity investment process. As companies compete for market shares and resources globally, the performance and potential of a company may be affected more by the global supply and demand in its industry, its international competitiveness, as well as the relative valuations of its global competitors, rather than its domicile.
As an example, Exhibit 13 lists the top companies by float market cap in the Metals & Mining and Semiconductor industries to highlight the geographical diversity of global industries. For such global industries, it is difficult to imagine how investors can identify the best investment opportunities without comparing the leading companies within the industry globally. 
Global Equity as a Single Asset Class
The convergence of regional equity markets and the growing importance of global sectors have significant implications for equity asset allocation. These trends suggest that the approach of separating the equity policy portfolio into regional allocations at the strategic level faces fundamental challenges, as the regional dimension alone cannot fully capture the dynamics of global equities. By removing the regional boundaries or the domestic/international divide at a strategic level, a global approach defines global equity as a single strategic asset class and leaves the determination of regional and global sector allocations as investment decisions at the tactical level. Such a global approach is more flexible, as it can capture the risk and return dynamics of global investing along the regional/ country dimension and the global sector/industry dimension. For example, it would enable the asset owner equity team to organize the management of a global equity portfolio along both important dimensions to capitalize on the additional flexibility.
Exhibit 14 compares these two important dimensions of global equity investing and reveals a few key observations.
First, all the regional equity markets except Japan were highly correlated with global equities over the last ten years. On the other hand, a few global sectors experienced relatively low correlation with global equities, especially sectors that tend to be more affected by domestic demand, such as Consumer Staples, Health Care, and Utilities. This suggests that there may have been more diversification potential along global sectors than regions. For example, exposure to the global Utilities sector could have brought more diversification potential to a global equity portfolio than exposure to Pacific ex Japan equities during this period. These observations reinforce the notion that taking global equity as a single strategic asset class may bring more flexibility to the equity investment process due to the removal of regional constraints.
Global equity mandates are neither the only solution nor necessarily the best solution. Institutional investors may prefer regional mandates due to various considerations. For example, regional mandates may be preferred due to the availability of manager skills, or lack thereof, or due to other factors beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. Potential Merits of an Integrated Global Equity Investment Process
Structural changes in the global economy and capital markets have prompted some institutional investors to rethink or review their equity allocation approach and investment process. By removing the domestic/international divide, several large and leading pension plans recently have adopted a global equity approach in asset allocation.
Such an integrated global equity approach takes global equity as a single strategic asset class, and it places the entire global equity universe as the natural starting point for equity allocation. It recognizes that deviations from market-cap weights (e.g., overweighting certain regions) represent active investment decisions. It also views both regional allocation and global sector allocation as important tactical decisions, rather than strategic asset allocation decisions.
The integrated global equity investment process contemplates the entire global equity opportunity set and considers exposures to different geographical regions, countries, industries, and currency movements. Additionally, an integrated global equity investment process may allow the global equity team to maximize risk-adjusted performance without being impaired by regional or domestic/international constraints. It would enable the global equity team to better capture the risk and return dynamics of global equity investing along two dimensions: the regional/country dimension, and the global sector/industry dimension. These additional flexibilities may be capitalized in various ways, depending on the current investment process and the skill set available, including internal or external mandates, regional or global mandates, and passive or active mandates.
For active managers, operating from a broader global equity universe may increase the opportunity for delivering alpha. The wider universe represents more investment opportunities and enables the fundamental managers to compare and identify the best investments within global sectors. For the proponents of passive investing, the market-cap-based global equity portfolio is a very diversified and comprehensive representation of the global equity beta.
The integrated global equity investment process also brings potential operational benefits. Defining global equity as a single strategic asset class removes the need for periodic reviews of the regional allocations or domestic/international allocations at the strategic level. This facilitates a focus on the important strategic asset allocation issues such as asset liability matching, and the relative allocation of equities, fixed income, and alternatives. In addition, from an organizational perspective, an integrated global equity investment process may enable a more efficient use of valuable investment resources and streamline the investment process. Please refer to the disclaimer at the end of this document.
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V. Conclusions
The globalization of economies and the increased integration of capital markets are prompting some institutional investors to rethink their equity investment process. Some European institutional investors believe that it is time to break the regional and domestic/international divide in equity allocation that is already blurred today. Several large and leading pension plans recently have adopted a global equity approach in asset allocation, defining global equities as a single, strategic asset class. A more integrated global approach to equity investing may be the next stage in the evolution of investment processes. A broad and investable global equity benchmark defines the natural starting point for equity allocation and is an essential part of the integrated global equity investment process. Please refer to the disclaimer at the end of this document. www.mscibarra.com
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